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I am Oskar Lindberg and on the spring/summer semester of 2016 I got the privilege of going 

on an exchange semester to Kozminski University, Warsaw, Poland.  

Warsaw was actually not my first choice when applying to the exchange programmes. I had 

my mind set on something I bit further away, I looked at schools in North America and 

Southeast Asia. It was not until the last week before the application due that I came across this 

amazing place that would later become my home for a couple of months. Now in retrospect, 

after these amazing months on Warsaw, I cannot believe I ever doubted this place.  

Coming to Warsaw from Sweden is not hard at all, the poles are actually much like Swedish 

people, a bit held back and grumpy at times. The city itself is really original, the contrast of 

high skyscrapers and WWII ruins was surprising and interesting. Remembering that the war 

was only 70 years ago, you will be really impressed what the Poles have achieved in that short 

period of time. One of the typical tourist tings to do in Warsaw is of course to walk through 

old town, which is beautiful. The old town is also full of memorials and reminders of the 

WWII. 

The Sigismund statue in Old Town, Warsaw 

Of course the city is not only for people interested in its history. Warsaw is really a city that 

comes alive at night, just aim at pawilony near Nowy Swiat or Mazowiecka Street and you 

will have an amazing night ten times out of ten, it does not really matter if you are looking for 

cheap student bars or high end clubs, everything is within walking distance from the city 

centre. 

I got a flat with two others that I found in the Facebook group for Erasmus students in 

Warsaw, we used an agency instead of looking for the flat ourselves. The agency is a bit 

expensive and some would say that it is wasted money, but we had enough paperwork to do 

and exams to pass so it made it easy just to hire an agency. We lived in a small three bedroom 

on a really nice location in the Wola district, about ten minutes with tram from the city centre. 



The cost was about 4000zl in total, shared on three, you can get more expensive and less 

expansive flats, this price is probably somewhere in the middle of what people usually pay.  

Studying at Kozminski is a bit different from Stockholm. First of all, no one reads the course 

literature, people actually got surprised when I started reading in the library after school. It's 

not that they do not study, it's just that they think lectures are more important than literature. 

Second of all, people will probably be a few years younger than you. The school is home 

university to a lot of Ukrainians and they start university at 16-17 years of age, therefor, you 

both will be at your fourth semester but they will be a bit younger. 

Kozminski is a smaller private university with a really friendly spirit, everyone know 

everyone which means you never sit alone in the cafeteria, the library or wherever you are, 

there will always be more than one friend there. The teachers and professors are also very 

friendly, if you show interest on their lectures you will have no problem of getting extra help 

in office hours and after school if needed.  

In comparison to SBS, the level of education is a bit lower at Kozminski, some of the things 

you go through in Kozminski will probably be repetition from things you learned at SBS. 

Also a day at the university is a bit different, you will probably be at the university from 08:00 

to at least after 14:00 due to mandatory lectures. Not to worry though, because that means that 

the time you spent studying at home is reduced compared to SBS.  

I miss Warsaw already and when writing this I have only been away from Warsaw for about 

two months. I am really glad that I got the chance of studying abroad and especially in 

Warsaw and I would defiantly recommend spending a few months there. 


